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Application Note
Characterizing near field communication (NFC) signals for proper timing and amplitude modulation is important to insure reliable communication between polling (initiator) and listening (target) devices. Although there are a variety of available test tools today that can perform automated testing of NFC devices, during the R&D turn-on and debug phase of development it is often necessary to perform these measurements manually on the bench. The ideal tool for viewing and testing RF analog signal quality, including NFC, is an oscilloscope. As opposed to dedicated one-box NFC testers that only provide statically captured/digitized waveforms with pass/fail information, oscilloscopes provide repetitively updated waveforms. This is important because it gives the hardware designer the ability to monitor waveforms for intermittent signal anomalies, as well as the ability to make quick qualitative judgements about overall system operation. Once things are up and running, only then is it time to consider automated design verification testing, which can also be performed using a Keysight oscilloscope-based NFC test system.

This application note focuses on showing you how to use a Keysight InfiniiVision X-Series oscilloscope to trigger on NFC communication, how to demodulate the captured RF waveform, and then how to perform various parametric measurements on the demodulated waveform to verify system performance.
Sniffing Out NFC Communication

Although electrical signals captured by an oscilloscope are typically probed using either a standard 10:1 passive probe or an active probe, capturing NFC communication between a polling and listening device requires that the RF signal be "sniffed" out of the air. The easiest way to do this is with a passive NFC calibration coil/antenna placed in the vicinity of paired NFC devices (poller & listener) as shown in Figure 1. In this example a tag (listener) has been placed onto the calibration coil and then a mobile phone (poller) has been placed approximately 5 mm above the tag using a non-conductive spacer (yellow sticky note pad in this case). The output of the calibration coil is connected to the scope's channel-1 input and terminated into 50 Ω. Although this technique of sniffing the RF signal out of the air will not provide calibrated reference power levels, it will allow you to monitor modulated pulse wave shapes and timing between poller request and listener response communications.

Figure 1. Sniffing out NFC communication between a mobile phone (poller) and a tag (listener) using an NFC calibration coil.
Sniffing Out NFC Communication (Continued)

If an NFC calibration coil is not available, you can create one by simply using a standard 10:1 passive probe with the ground lead connected to the probe tip as shown in Figure 2. This uncalibrated loop is sufficient for sniffing out NFC communication and then making timing and qualitative measurements.

Figure 2. Creating an uncalibrated NFC RF “sniffer” using a standard 10:1 passive probe.
Triggering on NFC Communication

Often the biggest challenge when testing NFC communication on the R&D bench is establishing proper trigger conditions to provide a stable display of waveforms. Many engineers simply use the scope’s default edge trigger mode and then continually press SINGLE until they see what they are looking for. Unfortunately, this creates a “hit or miss” situation (usually miss), and we are back to a non-updated display of waveforms when using this single-shot acquisition technique.

Unless your scope has built-in NFC triggering capability, your best bet is to use the scope’s pulse-width trigger mode with time-qualification. You can begin with the Auto trigger mode while setting up vertical scaling and trigger level. But you should then switch to the Normal trigger mode (sometimes called “sweep” mode). NFC communication cycle times are likely to be relatively slow meaning that the scope could generate random and asynchronous automatic triggers if using the Auto trigger mode, which is typically undesirable.

Figure 3 shows an example of triggering at the beginning of an NFC-A SENS_REQ (sense request) by specifying to trigger only on low pulses > 1 µs but < 3 µs with the trigger level set within the positive half of poller modulated RF pulses. This method does not guarantee that the scope will always trigger on the first modulated pulse sent by the poller. Nor does it guarantee that the scope will always trigger on the initial set of communication (SENS_REQ or ALL_REQ). The scope could trigger on any modulated pulse within the first or second set (SDD_REQ) of communication from the poller. Another suggestion is to try different values of trigger holdoff time to help stabilize triggering. Note that to trigger on NFC-B, NFC-F (212 kbps), and NFC-F (424 kbps) will each require different time qualifications for pulse-width triggering.

Figure 3. Triggering on NFC-A communication using the scope’s pulse-width trigger mode.
Triggering on NFC Communication (Continued)

The most reliable method for triggering on NFC signals is to use a scope with an NFC triggering option, which is available on some of Keysight’s InfiniiVision X-Series oscilloscopes. You can quickly set up these scopes to trigger on any NFC signaling standard (NFC-A, NFC-B, NFC-F (212), or NFC-F (424)). You can also select to trigger on specific poller events such as SENS_REQ, ALL_REQ, or SDD_REQ. Figure 4 shows an example of the scope triggering on either SENS_REQ or ALL_REQ poller communication from a mobile phone to an NFC-A tag.

Once stable triggering has been established, you can then easily identify specific frames of poller and listener modulation and then use the scope’s timing cursors to measure frame delay time (FTD) from request-to-response frames and from response-to-request frames.

Figure 4. Triggering NFC communication using the scope’s NFC optional triggering.
Demodulating NFC Waveforms

Using the scope’s automatic parametric timing measurements to characterize critical modulated pulse shape parameters such as $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$, $t_4$, and $t_5$, requires the creation of a demodulated waveform for which the pulse parameter measurements can be performed on. A demodulated waveform can be created using one or more of the scope’s waveform math functions. Figure 5 shows an example of using the scope’s envelope waveform math function to create a demodulated waveform (purple trace). The scope’s envelope math function is based on a frequency-domain Hilbert transform. You can also apply waveform math filtering to the envelope waveform to further reduce uncertainty/noise of the demodulated waveform if desired.

Figure 5. Demodulating the captured NFC waveform using the scope’s envelope waveform math function.
Characterizing Pulse Wave Shapes of NFC Modulation

Once you have established stable triggering and created a demodulated waveform using the scope’s envelope waveform math function, it is fairly easy to perform various pulse parameter measurements on either poller modulation or listener response load modulation. Depending on the NFC standard (A, B, or F), different parametric measurements are required. For NFC-A poller modulation, the key test parameters include the following:

- Modulation index
- Data rate
- \( t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5 \)
- Overshoot

Modulation index \( (m_i) \) is defined as:

\[
m_i = \frac{[A(t)_{\text{MAX}} - A(t)_{\text{MIN}}]}{[A(t)_{\text{MAX}} + A(t)_{\text{MIN}}]},
\]

where \( A(t)_{\text{MAX}} \) is the steady-state non-modulated amplitude of the RF carrier, and

where \( A(t)_{\text{MIN}} \) is the steady-state amplitude during the depth of modulation.

Unfortunately, modulation index is not one of the available automatic measurements on most oscilloscopes (maybe none), but it can be measured indirectly. \( A(t)_{\text{MAX}} \) can be directly measured on the demodulated waveform math function (purple trace) using the scope’s “Top” measurement, and \( A(t)_{\text{MIN}} \) can be directly measured using the scope’s “Base” measurement as shown in Figure 6. We can then easily calculate the modulation index by taking the difference, the sum, and the ratio as modulation index is defined in the above formula. For the example shown in Figure 6, we measured \( A(t)_{\text{MAX}} \) at 865 mV (Top) and \( A(t)_{\text{MIN}} \) at 12.2 mV (Base). Therefore, the modulation index computes to be 97.2%, which is well within specification (≥ 90%).

Figure 6. Measuring modulation index and data rate on NFC-A poller modulation.
Because NFC-A poller modulation is based on modified Miller encoding, we can directly confirm the data rate by simply measuring the frequency of the narrowest set of demodulated pulses. This is also shown in Figure 6, where we measured 105.9 kHz. Again, this is well within the NFC-A poller specification of ≥ 104.5 kbps but ≤ 107.5 kbps. If we were performing this measurement on NFC-B poller modulation, the data rate would be twice the measured frequency because NFC-poller modulation is based on NRZ encoding.

The $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$, $t_4$, and $t_5$ parameters are transition and pulse duration times of NFC-A poller modulation based on various threshold levels as shown in Figure 7. For sake of brevity, this application note will only show how to measure $t_2$ and $t_4$. Performing the other timing parameters ($t_1$, $t_3$, and $t_5$) can be accomplished using similar measurement techniques.

![Figure 7. NFC-A poller modulation pulse wave shape parameters.](image)
Characterizing Pulse Wave Shapes of NFC Modulation (Continued)

The $t_2$ timing parameter is the duration of time that modulation is below 5%. For this we can use a negative pulse width measurement (-Width). The scope’s default measurement threshold levels for pulse width measurements is to measure from 50% on the leading edge of a pulse to 50% on the trailing edge of the same pulse. But measurement threshold levels can be customized on most of today’s oscilloscopes. Figure 8 shows the required $t_2$ measurement on the scope using a custom measurement threshold of 5%. At 2.29 µs, this barely meets the maximum $t_2$ specification of 2.30 µs.

![Figure 8. Measuring $t_2$ using the scope’s custom measurement threshold levels.](image)

The $t_4$ timing parameter is a transition time measurement from 5% to 60% on the trailing edge of modulation. For this measurement we can use the scope’s rise time measurement with custom measurement thresholds. The scope’s default measurement threshold settings for rise and fall time measurements are 10% and 90%, but this can be easily modified as shown in Figure 9. This measurement of $t_4$ at 390 ns meets the $t_4$ specification of < 440 ns.

![Figure 9. Measuring $t_4$ using the scope’s custom measurement threshold levels.](image)
Summary

During the turn-on and debug phase of development of NFC-enabled devices, visually monitoring and verifying timing parameters are typically performed manually on the R&D test bench using an oscilloscope prior to performing any type of automated verification testing. Using an oscilloscope with NFC triggering and the "envelope" waveform math function along with automatic parametric measurements can speed up the turn-on and debug process.

Although not covered in this application note, the measurements discussed in this document — along with many others — can be fully automated using Keysight’s NFC automated test software along with the N2116A programmable 3-in-1 NFC reference antenna (poller-3 equivalent coil, listener-3 equivalent coil, and resonant frequency test coil). Refer to the data sheet on this product solution listed at the end of this document for additional information about this automated test solution.

To learn how to perform frequency-domain sideband measurements on NFC-A and NFC-B listener load modulation, refer to the application note titled, “NFC-A and -B Sideband Measurements” listed at the end of this document.
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